
DINLabs

o No tank or water main upgrade required
o Easy to retrofit domestic fire suppression system
o Uses 10 times less water than sprinklers

Specialist network delivered by

DINLab in partnership with

PIN
Proptech  
Innovation  
Network

Transforming your properties 
fire response

■ 12 week discovery DINLab programme to test an 
innovative alternative to traditional fire sprinklers

■ Starts week commencing 28th June

Award  
winning  

alternative to  
fire sprinklers
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A DINLab is our innovation platform to rapidly test, learn and evaluate new services and 
solutions with start-ups, early-stage growth and new market entrants. For many 
organisations, being able to fully participate in  
prototyping and proof of concept trials with new  
products or solutions is not always possible on  
their own, either due to lack of resources,  
experience, or financial issues. DINLabs offers  
you the opportunity to collaborate together as  
a group of providers to build, test and learn at  
speed from some of the very best new  
technologies and organisational design processes.

Who is this DINLab for?
This DINLab is designed for organisations that:

• Believe there must be a better way to protect  
residents and homes against fires using technology

• Are looking to retrofit fire suppression into low rise,  
sheltered, supported and general needs properties,  
and are looking for an alternative to fire sprinklers,  
that does not require a tank or a water mains  
upgrade 

• Want an opportunity to ensure all stakeholders’ needs (procurement, M&E services, 
residents, health and safety, and insurers) are being met through fire protection and to  
learn and share with other like-minded housing providers.

DINLabWhat is aThe Challenge
Although there has been a significant reduction in the 
number of fires and related deaths and injuries in 
domestic premises in the last 20 years, a 
disproportionate number involve older people or others 
with health issues. Risk will be reduced significantly if fire 
safety measures meet the needs of the individual, as well 
as the premises as a whole, as compliance with the 
Building Regulations alone is not necessarily sufficient to 
address the protection of vulnerable residents from fire.

Retrofitting traditional fire sprinklers into buildings can be 
challenging when upgrading the water supply, providing 
tanks, and installing several nozzles in each ceiling and 
can bring significant cost and complexity.

We have partnered with Plumis on this DINLab to look at 
an alternative proven sprinkler system called Automist 
Smartscan, that can offer benefits not possible from 
traditional approaches. Plumis want to create a new 
benchmark in fire protection, making it easier for 
landlords to demonstrate compliance, identify vulnerable 
residents and monitor the environment, aligned to the 
recommendations made in the Hackitt Report, which 
calls for a clearer model of risk ownership and digital 
records for traceability. 
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What solutions is this DINLab looking to test?

• A fire suppression system that does not need a tank or a water main 
upgrade and uses 10 times less water than a traditional sprinkler system.

• How fire safety is evaluated and purchased, from a focus on cost to a 
focus on value, in line with recommendation 9.1 in Dame Judith Hackitt’s 
'Independent Review of Building Regulations'.

• A new model service contract for fire safety that takes account of both 
the installation and the life cycle cost. (This could be a simple leasing 
arrangement).

• The development of a life cycle assessment tool to help housing 
providers gauge the lifetime value of a fire suppression system.

• A workflow to ensure all stakeholders (procurement, M&E services, 
residents, insurers, etc.) can assess if their requirements are being met 
through the solution.

• Contribute to the social housing sector discussions on fire safety 
solutions by sharing DINLab results as a case study video.

• A way of adapting fire suppression systems to accommodate changes in 
residential properties, i.e. how to respond to changes in fire risks due to 
changes in the mobility and other factors that affect a resident’s ability to 
respond to a fire alarm.

• Reductions in property damage to resident homes as a result of  
sprinkler activation
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Transforming your properties fire response - The DINLab process

• Automist Installation - Plumis will require at least two 
properties representative of the housing stock to 
install the active fire suppression system in. The 

systems would be installed in line with the housing 
providers fire strategy to address the highest risk.

• Lifecycle assessment tool - We will 
create a model for you to assess the 

lifecycle costs of an active fire 
suppression system. We will need 

input from installation, M&E, 
maintenance and insurance providers.

• Feedback – 6 weeks post installation 
feedback would be sought from M&E 
contractor, procurement, insurance, 

residents, maintenance services. This would 
be a 45 minute meeting per stakeholder.

• Custom service contract -  To test a new 
model service for fire safety (customisable to 
be partially or completely capital expenditure 

or operating expenditure), specific to each 
organisation. Input will be needed from 

procurement and building services.

• Video report - A video which captures the 
process of the automist installation and the 

assessment of value by all stakeholders. 
These results will be fed into a video case 

study to be shared with the sector.
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• Minimum two properties representative of the housing stock in which to 
install the active fire suppression system. These could be anywhere in the 
UK.

• Executive sponsorship the one hour kick-off meeting and participation in 
video report (28th June 2021)

• An Operation Lead – This could be your Fire Lead, Head of Planned 
Maintenance, Strategic Asset Management – Lead for installation and 
oversight of Automist product, and coordination with Plumis

• Operational Team – Access to stakeholders (M&E contractor, 
procurement, insurance, residents, maintenance services, etc.) who 
interact with a automatic fire suppression system (AFSS) during its lifetime 
for interviews (45 mins per stakeholder)

What we would need from you

• 4 x one to two hour meetings for Plumis to 
increase their understanding of the lifecycle 
costs for an active fire suppression system, so 
they can map the processes and costs. For 
example, if a sprinkler activates who pays for 
rehousing, damaged items, and cleaning? If an 
occupant starts multiple fires can social services 
intervene? If an occupant burns their dinner and 
causes a lot of smoke damage who pays for 
redecoration?

• To support the move on procurement from cost 
 to value. Plumis are keen to understand how 
 projects are financed: the budget creation and 
 cover of project funding being a capital 
 expenditure or operating expenditure or some 
 combination of both. Whether product leasing 
 the Automist system is an attractive option? 

• If there is a fire in any property that does have an 
 Automist in it that the housing provider shares  
 the approximate costs associated with  
 rehousing, water and smoke damage,  
 repairs etc
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We are looking for four/five organisations to take part in this DINLab over 
12 weeks. The housing providers will have access to Plumis facilitators and 
experts, and discounted equipment and installation services

Outcomes

• Representative of the housing stock, having Automist active fire 
suppression system installed. These will remain in situ following the 
DINLab.

• A tool for accessing the lifetime value of an active fire suppression system, 
in line with Dame Judith Hackitt’s recommendations.

• Integral part of video case study to be shared with the sector on the value 
assessment of active fire suppressant from all stakeholders. 

• Co-development of a customised service contract for future installations 
ensuring that clients’ needs are met, including gauging the performance of 
Automist over its performance over its lifetime.

• Sharing of information on current issues and ways of increasing value for all 
stakeholders.

This simple but clever device should become a permanent safety feature 
in the home. Smoke alarms are an essential part of modern life but have 
remained fundamentally unchanged for forty years. Automist not only 
detects a fire but can put it out as well.

Sir James Dyson – British inventor & founder of the Dyson Company when asked about Automist
”

“
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DINLabMeet the team

Yusuf Muhammad 
Chief Design Officer

Yusuf has an Honours Master’s 
degree in Engineering and a 
double Masters in Innovation 
Design Engineering. He has 
won numerous design awards 
for a host of innovations across 
a number of industries including 
the James Dyson Award, the 
Toyota IQ Design Challenge & 
Transport Design of the Year by 
the Design Museum to name a 
few. He also starred in the BBC 2 
Show ‘The Big Life Fix’.

Nick Coutts has been a 
strategic advisor for Plumis for 
over 7 years. He is a global route 
to markets expert as former Vice 
President, Global Distribution 
Channel Strategy, IBM and is  
an expert in service design.

Jan Taranczuk  
Strategic Housing Advisor

Jan has worked in housing for 
50+ years, for local authorities 
and the private sector providing 
senior management support. 
senior management support  
to local authorities and RSLs. 
Since creating Jan Taranczuk 
Associates in 2009 he has 
worked with housing 
organisations and private 
companies to improve services 
to residents, particularly around 
repairs policy and fire safety.  
e is a corporate member of the 
Chartered Institute of Housing, 
and past chair of its London 
Regional Board.

DINLab Director 

Jenny Danson, DIN Associate and Network 
Director for PIN

Jenny coordinates DIN’s specialist networks PIN 
(Proptech Innovation Network) and IAN 
(Intelligent Automation). She will be the main 
point of contact for this DINLab.

She had led transformational change and 
service improvement programmes for over 25 
years in CEO, COO, Executive and Program 
roles in a number of Housing Association’s, 
Councils, ALMOs and companies including 
Lovell, Ilke Homes, Fortem, BAA plc, Boots 
Opticians, and ISS Mediclean.



Established in 2008, Plumis has its roots in a project at the  
Royal College of Art (RCA) and Imperial College Business School 
(ICBS). Fire extinguishers in residential blocks are increasingly 
regarded by risk assessors as fire risks, as they can delay 
evacuation and encourage untrained people to fight dangerous 
fires. As a response to this insight and through substantial 
interaction with the fire fighters and the fire protection industry,  
an RCA team consisting of Yusuf Muhammad, Paul Thomas and 
Jeung Woo Choi, developed a series of innovative fire suppression 
systems

Plumis won the James Dyson Award for innovation have also 
been selected as one of UK’s most Innovative Businesses by the 
MAKE UK.  

Plumis has a proven track record of delivering products that serve 
unmet market needs, Automist products have saved 5+ lives to 
date. Automist products are already being deployed by councils in 
sheltered housing schemes in London as a cost-effective retrofit 
solution to improve fire safety. Determined to continue 
spearheading the innovation of the next generation of fire safety 
systems, Plumis’ mission is to keep evolving technology to ensure 
it meets the ever-changing fire safety needs and offers innovation 
to the housing sector when facing other technological challenges.

wwww.plumis.co.uk

https://twitter.com/PlumisAutomist

https://www.linkedin.com/company/plumis-ltd-

The membership network for social housing 
organisations and leaders investing in Proptech in 
partnership with Ministry of Housing, Communities 
and Local Government

We offer housing providers an opportunity to 
experience, learn and share the latest developments 
from the world of proptech so that they understand what 
technologies and ways of working are truly innovative 
and add value to their approach to delivering repairs 
services and asset management.

PIN is for anyone working in the development, repairs & 
maintenance or asset management space interested or 
responsible for business transformation and innovation 
will benefit from membership.

PIN is a specialist DIN Network. The Disruptive 
Innovators Network has a passion for doing things 
differently. By capturing the best insights and knowledge 
from all sectors, embracing disruption and innovation 
we inspire social housing organisations in their 
transformation journey.

For more info about DIN and PIN 
www.disruptiveinnovatorsnetwork.co.uk

https://www.linkedin.com/company/disruptive-
innovators-network/

PIN
Proptech  
Innovation  
Network
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DINLab participation fee 
• PIN Members £5,750 plus VAT per organisation - equating to £2,875 (ex VAT) per property

• Non PIN Members £7,750 plus VAT - equating to £3,875 (ex VAT) per property

The fee may be adjusted depending on the size of the property and the number of heads that will be needed.

Timescales
Expressions of interest needed by Thursday 11th June 2021.
Minimum of 2 properties to be used in your DINLab to be submitted by Friday 18th June 2021.
DINLab to start week commencing Monday 28th June 2021.

For more information or to register your interest in this DINLab please contact  
Jenny Danson, DIN Associate and PIN Network Director at:  
jenny.danson@disruptiveinnovatorsnetwork.co.uk or telephone 07733 323748
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Specialist network In partnership with

Ministry of Housing,
Communities &
Local Government

Delivery Partner

PIN
Proptech  
Innovation  
Network


